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Abstract

The components of cloud computing are described as follows:

Cloud computing is an emerging technology used to ensure
resource availability to users on pay-per- use basis. Cost is
also encountered on pay-per-use basis. Several resources
including storage provided by cloud ensures clients to store
critical data and information, but cost is encountered as user
stores the information that may be redundant in nature. This
paper purposes cost efficient migration mechanism in cloud
datacenter. In order to accomplish this, redundancy handling
mechanism is proposed that replaces the similar information
with the index value. Index file is maintained for this purpose
containing all the keywords of the files in non-redundant
manner. As the size of the file to be migrated is reduced, so
does storage requirement. Storage resource thus, is efficiently
used to ensure reduced pricing during migration. Simulation is
conducted in NetBeans with CloudSim integration and result
shows 25% improvement in terms of cost and migration time
from existing literature.

(i) SaaS: The cloud computing requires software in order to
operate [3]. The operation will be performed only if user
authentication is validated. This validation process requires
front and back end software connectivity. In other words,
software used within the cloud will provide SaaS.
(ii) PaaS: The cloud computing will require supportive
platform [4]. Information, messaging, connectivity,
integration etc., are included within the Paas.
(iii) IaaS: The infrastructure also plays very important role in
the cloud computing [5]. The infrastructure will include
servers, network, devices, Storage disks etc.
1.1 TYPES OF CLOUD
The cloud computing is divided into number of categories.
These categories include:
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(i) PUBLIC CLOUD
1.

INTRODUCTION

The public cloud will be accessible to all the users [6]. The
cloud will require resources for accessing it. The users having
those resources can access the cloud. No authentication
mechanism is established in such clouds. Hence public clouds
are at the least level of security.

Cloud is generally meant to deal with the concept of large
amount of data, sometimes known as Big Data. The cloud
computing allows the devices to store more data as compared
to the capacity of the mobile device [1]. The cloud space has
to be purchased by the mobile device in order to use the space
present within the cloud [2]. Hence, unique IDs will be
allocated to the device which are participating in the cloud
computing. The cloud computing structure is as shown
through the following diagram:

Figure 2: Public Cloud

Figure 1: Showing Components of Cloud
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The diagram describes the public cloud that is being accessed
by the customers A, B and C.

VM migration is a way through which we can extend the
space of devices like mobiles. It temporarily transfers data to
the cloud.
VM migration is categorised as under:

(ii) PRIVATE CLOUD
The private cloud will be the one in which authorization
mechanisms are present [7]. The user belonging to the
particular cloud cannot access the cloud of other community
in this case.

(i) LIVE VIRTUAL MIGRATION
Live virtual migration is an important way to optimize the
virtual development along with physical knob in data centres
and for efficiently balancing the load [10]. While continuously
powered-up, the virtual migration progressed from one
physical host to another, is known as live migration. From end
user point of view, this process when properly carried out
takes place a noticeable effect. Without subjecting the
system’s user to downtime, live migration allows a supervisor
to take a virtual machine offline for preservation or upgrading
[11].
ADVANTAGES
 It facilities proactive maintenance. If an imminent
failure is suspected, the potential problem can be
resolved before disruption of service occurs.
 Live migration can also be used for load balancing,
in which work is shared among computers in order
to optimize the utilization of available CPU
resources.
 VM that fails on the physical node can be migrated
to healthy ones.
 Idle VM can be migrated to another to optimize the
resources.

Figure 3: Showing utilization of Private Cloud

(iii) HYBRID CLOUD
The Hybrid cloud will be the one which will take the benefits
of both Public as well as private cloud [8]. This type of cloud
is generally expensive in nature.

(ii) PRE-COPY MIGRATION
In Pre-copy memory migration, while the VM is not running
on the source, it duplicates the memory pages from begin to
target [12]. This procedure proceeds, if some memory pages
wind up faulty then they will be recopied until the point that
the rate of duplicated pages is not as much as the messy page
rate. There are two phases of post copy migration:
(A) WARM UP PHASE
This is the initialization phase causing the VM migration to
start [13]. VMs are initialised within datacentres using this
approach.
(B) STOP-and-COPY PHASE

Figure 4: Showing Hybrid Cloud

After the warm-up phase, the VM will be halted on the first
host, the staying faulty pages will be replicated to the goal,
and the VM will be continued on the goal host [14]. The time
between ceasing the VM on the first host and continuing it on
goal is called "down-time", and ranges from a couple of
milliseconds to seconds as indicated by the measure of
memory and applications running on the VM. There are a few
systems to decrease live migration down-time, for example,
utilizing likelihood thickness capacity of memory change.

Hybrid cloud utilizes the properties of public and private
cloud so it is more productive in nature.
1.2 VM MIGRATION
VM migration can allow one physical memory to be divided
into multiple virtual machines which shares same physical
devices and runs simultaneously [9].
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In case of lack of resources, there is also a need to migrate the
data from one machine to another. The job of migration is
accomplished by the broker within the cloud. This problem of
resources can be one of the causes of data migration. So if in
any case, the currently running machines have fewer resources
to complete its job, then in that case, there is a requirement of
data migration. So when user requests for data migration, then
broker checks the availability of the virtual machine which
can complete the job within time and is allocated that job by
migrating the data on another machine.

(iii) POST-COPY MEMORY MIGRATION
Post-copy VM migration is started by suspending the VM at
the source [15]. With the VM suspended, an insignificant
subset of the execution condition of the VM (CPU state,
registers and, alternatively, non-page capable memory) is
exchanged to the objective. The VM is then continued at the
objective. Simultaneously, the source effectively pushes the
rest of the memory pages of the VM to the objective - a
movement known as pre-paging. At the objective, if the VM
tries to get to a page that has not yet been exchanged, it
creates a page-blame. These faults, known as system faults,
are caught at the objective and diverted to the source, which
reacts with the blamed page. Excessively numerous system
faults can debase execution of utilizations running inside the
VM. Thus, pre-paging can powerfully adjust the page
transmission request to organize faults by currently pushing
pages in the region of the last blame. A perfect pre-paging
plan would cover expansive larger part of system faults,
despite the fact that its execution relies on the memory get to
example of the VM's workload. Post-copy sends each page
precisely once finished the system. Interestingly, pre-copy can
exchange similar page in different circumstances if the page is
dirtied over and again at the source amid migration. Then
again, pre-copy holds an up-to-date condition of the VM at the
source amid migration, though with post-copy, the VM's state
is appropriated over both source and goal. In the event that the
goal comes up short amid migration, pre-copy can recuperate
the VM, while post-copy can't.

The cloudlets seeking resources are unable to get resources
from virtual machine which causes starvation problem.
Waiting time thereby enhances, which causes overall
Makespan to increase beyond fitness level.
In cloud environment, every job has priority associated with
it. While execution of the job, the priority list is checked first,
then according to priority, jobs are executed. But priority
sometimes can be the cause of data migration, because if the
lowest priority job with lowest burst time is not completed
within time then it can cause lots of problem. To overcome
these problems the data is migrated from one machine to
another so that the tasks are completed on time.
Rest of the paper is organised as follows:



Live VM migration is utilized as a part of request to offload
the information to the VMs present inside the cloud [16]. VM
migration is partitioned into two classifications: one is live
and other is non-live. Non live migration will make the
machine close down first and afterward migration will
happen. In the live VM migration, the VM stays over the
system and migration will takes place. The cost of exchanging
the VM task from online to disconnected will be spared by the
utilization of proposed paper [17]. The VM migration in the
proposed framework will be improved. The cost will be
lessened and resource utilization is optimised.





2.

Section 2 presents literature survey describing cost
effective mechanism along with VM migration for
optimising resource utilization.
Section 3 describes the problems of existing
literature.
Section 4 presents objectives and methodology to be
followed.
Section 5 gives performance analysis.
Section 6 gives the conclusion and future scope and
last section gives references.

LITERATURE SURVEY

Background analysis of various techniques associated with
VM migration and storage space preservation is described in
this section. Storage space preservation mechanism is required
to accomplish better utilization of resources to conserve cost.
For this purpose, disk space conservation using power aware
cache management mechanism is proposed in [18]. Offline
greedy algorithm is used to ensure shortest search path
between VMs for job allocation, thus conserving energy.
Security of data along with duplication reduction is also
proposed by [19] . The process is known as de-duplication.
Data to be migrated to cloud is first of all checked for
redundancy and then encryption operation is performed.
Conserving space conserves energy as well as cost. VM
migration through technique proposed by X.Zhang is efficient,
but still further modifications are desired as proposed by [20].
In this approach, block level de-duplication mechanism was
proposed ensuring every aspect of analysis mechanism to
ensure better conservation of space. Live VM migration in
[21] exchanges the memory condition of a VM from one PM
to other encouraging continuous administrations of the
running applications. Any live VM migration brings about

1.3 DATA MIGRATION
In case of VM migration, the entire OS system is migrated
from one physical environment to another. With that, the
whole running application with all its tasks are also shifted
from one VM to another. But in case of data migration, the
whole strategy is changed. In data migration, some part of the
application or some data is migrated from one virtual machine
to another instead of whole application. The cause of data
migration can be deadline, lack of resources, starvation,
priority etc.
Deadline is the time in which a machine has to accomplish its
task, if it’s crossed then an optimal result will not be achieved.
In case of deadline, if the task allocated to machine can’t be
completed within deadline, then that data or some part of data
is migrated to another machine so that the whole job can be
completed within the given duration or within time.
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been considered, by presenting which the execution can be
enhanced further. After a virtual machine completes its
execution at a specific physical machine, that place can be
taken by a more appropriate virtual machine running on an
alternate physical machine, which promotes minimization of
number of physical assets utilized, and consequently the cost.

migration downtime amid which the administrations running
on that VM gets influenced, henceforth the lower the better.
In our examination in [22], it is depicted that every one of the
calculations which endeavour to efficiently distribute assets
on-request through live migration answers four inquiries - (1)
deciding when a host is considered as over-burden; (2)
deciding when a host is considered as under-stacked.
Determination of VMs that ought to be relocated from an
over-burden have, finishing another position of the VMs
chose for migration from the over-burden and under stacked
hosts.

The research work in [26] introduces a broad progressive
survey of the most important VMP (Virtual Machine
Placement) writing with a specific end goal to have a
distinguished look into circumstances. Cloud Computing
Datacentres have many great virtual machines (VMs) on
genuine situations. In this specific circumstance, Virtual
Machine Placement (VMP) is a standout amongst the most
difficult issues in cloud foundation administration,
considering likewise the extensive number of conceivable
streamlining criteria and diverse details that could be
contemplated. VMP writing incorporates important subjects,
for example, energy-efficiency, Service Level Agreements
(SLA), cloud benefit markets, Quality of Service (QoS) and
carbon dioxide outflows, every one of them with high
practical and environmental effect.

Goudarzi and Pedram in [23] describes a technique that is
used for energy efficiency in virtual integration without
sacrificing the QoS. The algorithm that was proposed is
dynamic and utilizes the local search for determining the
number of virtual machines over a cloud and total energy cost
in the system. The proposed algorithm provides an adaptable
strategy to build the energy efficiency of the distributed
computing framework or even increment the asset
accessibility in the datacentre. Cloud supplier can choose how
to benefit VMs with huge handling asset necessities and how
to disseminate their solicitations among the servers to amplify
the energy efficiency. But it does not consider the copied VM
over the cloud and also the processing requirement by factor
can also be increased. It proposes an algorithm based on
genetic algorithm that considers the demands of machines
made previously and also the present demands. The utilization
of power can be minimized by using the physical machine and
keeping all other machines in power saving mode. This
algorithm balances load along with minimizing power
consumption over the cloud. Moreover, it does not consider
constraints over the virtual machines that are dependent over a
single physical machine.

Dabrowski et al. in [27] depicts a target strategy that can be
utilized to look at VM-situation calculations in substantial
clouds, covering a huge number of PMs and a huge number of
VMs. It also exhibits a strategy by looking at 18 calculations
for starting VM position in on-request foundation clouds. It
looks at calculations enlivened by open-source code for
framework clouds, and by the online canister pressing writing.
Much late research has been committed to exploring
calculations for dispensing virtual machines (VMs) to
physical machines (PMs) in foundation clouds. Numerous
such calculations address unmistakable issues, for example,
starting arrangement, solidification, or trade-offs between
respecting administration level understandings and compelling
supplier working expenses. Indeed, even where comparable
issues are tended to, every individual research group assesses
proposed calculations under particular conditions, utilizing
different procedures, frequently focused to a little gathering of
VMs and PMs.

A. Hashmi in [24] proposed an algorithm whose main aim is
to completely use a host by utilizing virtual machines. The
two principle undertakings in cloud computing are VM
distribution and assignment planning. The point is to utilize
insignificant number of hosts, productive load adjusting
(dynamic), low reaction/turnaround time, and low power
utilization. In this paper, all VMs are available in a single
server centre. Subsequently, it does not consider the
components like system/web transmission capacity while
ascertaining delay accordingly time (as per separate b/w client
and the server farm).

A. Shankar et al. in [29] proposed a GGA algorithm. GGA
works well in most of the cases, irrespective of the number of
constraints being high or low. It is important to choose a
feasible initial solution, because the genetic operators are
applied to this solution. In order to get a solution in fixed
time, this can put a restriction on the number of generations.
Thus, it may end up not getting the optimal solution, but the
solution will be better than the one it had begun with.

S. K. Mandal in [25] described about serving more demands
at a specific time allotment. The physical machines ought to
be utilized viably i.e., the virtual machine arrangement
approach should be adequate to limit the quantity of physical
machine utilized, thinking about the cost and SLA. This paper
talked about some virtual machine arrangement approaches
received by different open-source cloud processing
arrangements. In this paper, the depiction of proposed strategy
named VM Scheduler for virtual machine arrangement has
been done. From the outcomes, it was made obvious that the
proposed VM Scheduler is performing much superior to
anything other examined position arrangements as far as
limiting cost, limiting designation time and limiting SLA
infringement. In this paper, virtual machine relocation has not

Daharwal and Rgpv in [30] gave an overview which is
completed on the sorts of cloud, design of cloud and diverse
asset portion and booking calculations for cloud. Cloud
comprises of a few physical machines and over them
numerous virtual machines are executed. So cloud asset
booking turns into a NP-Hard issue. Along these lines in this
paper, a portion of the normally enlivened meta-heuristic and
developmental calculations are contemplated which
incorporates Genetic calculation, Ant settlement advancement
and relocating Bird enhancement. In future, an asset booking
calculation by altering the Genetic calculation wellness
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capacity can be proposed which may give energy productive
planning for the cloud in the continuous.

the approach being studied. Randomised algorithm does not
consider future workloads and hence performance degrades in
case of variant selection of workload. Deterministic algorithm
considered requires prior knowledge of workload which may
or may not be feasible in all circumstances. The problem
associated with existing literature can be resolved by
considering load balancing strategy mechanism in which load
balancing degree causes the migration to distinct machine and
obtaining optimal performance.

Further improvements in terms of storage space conservation
are desired for cost reduction. As from analysed survey, least
amount of work is done to ensure cost conservation through
space conservation. This paper presents cost aware
mechanism for VM migration to ensure efficient use of
storage space.

3.

PROBLEMS WITH EXISTING LITERATURE

4.

The existing literature uses two fold mechanisms to optimize
cost and migrate data within cloud system. The mechanism
was proposed due to high time complexity. Deterministic and
randomized algorithms were utilized for cost optimization and
migration. Offline algorithm was used to setup a threshold
value which was being used by online algorithm. The cost bar
setup by offline algorithm cannot be exceeded by online
algorithm. No energy efficient mechanism was considered in

PROPOSED SYSTEM

Proposed system consists of phases including optimal VM
selection from within the data centre. Datacentre is associated
with the resources. Based on those resources, VMs are
extracted out of the datacentre. VM placement becomes
critical while allocating resources to the cloudlets. So the first
phase performs the sorting operation on the basis of maximum
resource first mechanism.

Figure 5: Showing initializing of data centre
Phase 1:

2. Input Datacentre Requirements including RAM, PES and
Power

In this phase, VMs sorting operation is applied. The operation
gives VM_List which is sorted on the basis of maximum
resources first and least resources VM is placed at last place.
In order to allocate the task, VM is selected from VM_List
which is at first place and then rest of the VMs are selected in
the order of first come first serve basis. Algorithm for the first
phase is as follows:

3. 𝑉𝑀𝑖 =

𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖
𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑞

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑉𝑀𝑖 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑉𝑀𝑠

Step 3 is repeated until all the datacentres are partitioned to
corresponding VMs.
4. Perform sorting according to maximum RAM, PES, power
and cost

Algorithm of Phase 1:

5. Stores all VMs in VM list.

1 Input VM_Req corresponding to the jobs
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Figure 6: shows sorting of data centres
Phase 2:

3.

In this phase, VMs data or cloudlet is checked for redundancy
and it is handled using modified replication handling
mechanism. Algorithm for doing so is given as under:

4.

Algorithm of Phase 2:
1.
2.

Input Cloudlets.
𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑖 = 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖

𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑖 <
𝑁 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑁 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑠
Check for replicated cloudlets
𝑖𝑓(𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖 == 𝑏𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑖 )
𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑡_𝑖
Replace cloudlet with index
i=i+1
End of loop

Figure 7: shows Redundancy Handling
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Phase 3:

4.

In the phase 3, cloudlets so obtained are replaced with original
cloudlets and allocation is done to optimal VMs for execution.
In case of failure of current VM, next VM from VM list is
selected for allocation causing inter datacentre migration.
Cloudlet execution process is given as follows:

After all the cloudlets are executed, result is attained and
performance is compared against the existing literature
without optimal VM selection and buffer allocation
method.

1.
2.
3.

Fetch VMs from VM_List
𝑉𝑀𝑖 = 𝑉𝑀_𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖
Allot cloudlet to the VM
𝑉𝑀𝑖 = 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖
Analyse failure of current VM
𝑖𝑓 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑑(𝑉𝑀𝑖 ) == 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒

Cloudlet executed and note the result in terms of
exaction time and cost

5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Performance analysis gives the results attained from the
proposed system. The result is presented in terms of cost and
execution time. The results indicates the performance
enhancement upto 25%.

i=i+1
Select VM from VM_List
𝑉𝑀𝑖 = 𝑉𝑀_𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖 (𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)
𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑(𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖 ) == 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒

Go to the next step, otherwise go to step 3.

Figure 8: Comparison of Existing and Proposed Models

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
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